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Abstract 
Cincura, J., Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of the category of topological spaces, 
Topology and its Applications 41 (1991) 205-212. 
Answering the first part of Problem 7 in [lo] we prove that there is no largest Cartesian closed 
corefiective subcategory of the category Top of topological spaces and the same result for the 
category Haus of HausdorB spaces. We also give a new simple proof of the known result (see 
[3]) that the category of all compactly generated spaces is not Cartesian closed (here a compact 
space need not be Hausdorff). Moreover, new examples of Cartesian closed coreflective sub- 
categories of Top and Haus are presented. 
Keywords: Exponential object, Cartesian closed category, coreflective subcategory, coretlective 
hull, quasi locally compact space. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. C/ass.: 18D15, 54B30. 
Introduction 
Till now, the largest known Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory of Top has 
been the coreflective hull Exp of the class of all spaces known as exponential (in 
Top) or quasi locally compact. All other known Cartesian closed coreflective sub- 
categories of Top has been contained in Exp. In this paper vve show that there are 
Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of Top which are not contained in Exp 
(Section 2) and, moreover, there is no largest Cartesian closed coreflective sub- 
category of Top (Section 3). Modifying the proof of the last mentioned result we 
prove in a simple way that the category of compactly generated spaces is not Cartesian 
closed (this was first proved in [3]). Hence, we answer the first part of Problem 7 
(whether Exp is the largest Cartesian closed coreflective subcategory of Top) of 
Herrlich in [lo]. The second part of Problem 7, whether Exp is a maximal Cartesian 
closed coreflective subcategory of Top, remains still open. 
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1. Preliminaries and notations 
All subcategories are supposed to be full and isomorphism closed. IAl denotes 
the cardinality of the set A. Cardinals are initial ordinals where each ordinal is the 
set of its predecessors. An B denotes the categorical product of the objects A, B. 
For the Cartesian product of sets and the topological product we shall use the symbol 
x. All undefined terminology can be found in [lo, 111. 
Recall (see [ 111) that a subcategory J& of the category Top (Haus) is coreflective 
if and only if it is closed under the formation of coproducts and quotients in Top 
(Haus). If 93 is a subcategory of Top (Haus), then 
%‘(a) = {X E Top (Haus): X is a quotient space of a coproduct of %-objects} 
is the coreflective hull of 93 in Top (Haus). 
1.1. Definition. Let a be an infinite cardinal. 
(a) A topological space X is said to be an u-space provided that for any nonempty 
family S of open sets in X such that (S( < a the intersection of S is an open set. 
(b) A filter 9 is said to be an a-filter provided that for any nonempty subset S 
of 9 such that ISI < a the intersection of S belongs to 9. 
Denote by Top, the subcategory of Top consisting of all a-spaces (TopiN, = Top). 
1.2. Proposition [9]. For any infinite cardinal a the subcategory Top, is a corejlective 
subcategory of Top. 
Since finite products in Top, coincide with topological products we shall write 
X x Y instead of XFI Y also in Top,. 
Let d be a category with finite products. Recall that an d-object A is called 
exponential in d provided the functor A Tl- : d + d has a right adjoint. & is called 
Cartesian closed provided each of its objects is exponential in ti. (In the case of 
categories considered in this paper the above mentioned right adjoint can be 
expressed as a function space functor). 
Since for any infinite cardinal a Top, is a top category (see [lo]) and for any 
u-space X the functor X x -: Top, + Top, preserves coproducts we obtain (see 
[ 10,2.1]): 
1.3. Proposition. An a-space X is exponential in Top, if and only if the functor 
X x - : Top, + Top, preserves quotient maps. 
The exponential objects in the category Top were characterized by Day and Kelly 
in [6]. We present here an equivalent modification of their characterization. 
1.4. Theorem [lo]. A topological space X is exponential in Top if and only if X is 
quasi locally compact, i.e., for each x E X and each neighbourhood U of x there exists 
a neighbourhood V of x, such that each open cover of U contains a finite cover of V. 
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In the following we shall often write ccc subcategory instead of Cartesian closed 
coreflective subcategory. 
2. Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories in Top, 
We begin with a characterization of exponential objects in Top,. It is obtained 
in a natural way from Theorem 1.4. 
2.1. Theorem. An a-space Z is exponential in Top, if and only tffor each x E Z and 
each neighbourhood U of x there exists a neighbourhood V of I such that each open 
cover S of U contains a cover S’ of V, with IS’I < a. 
To prove this theorem we can use the proof of [6, Theorem 31 with only formal 
modifications. We describe here the main steps of the adapted proof following the 
procedure used in [6]. First we replace Theorem 2.1 by Theorem 3(a) which is an 
adaptation of [6, Theorem 31 (and, obviously, equivalent to Theorem 2.1). Then we 
present the adapted versions of the auxiliary propositions [6, Propositions 6,7] and 
hint how to modify the proofs. To simplify the comparison with [6] we use the 
same notation. 
Let 2 be an u-space. Denote by f2 the u-space defined on the set of all open sets 
of 2 taking the open sets to be exactly those H c R which satisfy the following 
two conditions: 
(1) If V, V’ER with Vc V’ and if VE H, then V’E H. 
(2a) If V, E R for a E A and if U { V n : a E A} E H, then there is a subset A’c A, 
with lA’l<a, such that IJ{V,: (YEA’}EH. 
2.2. Theorem 3(a). Let Z be an a-space and R as above. Then f x 1 z : X x Z + Y x Z 
is a quotient map for all quotient maps f: X + Yin Top, if and only tfZ satisJies the 
following condition (C): 
(C) Given WE 0 and z E W, there is an open set H in R, with WE H, such that 
n {V: V E H} is a neighbourhood of z in Z. 
Denote by T the subset {( V, z): z E V} of R x Z. Let a’ be an a-space with the 
same underlying set as 0. The u-topology of 0’ is called admissible provided T is 
open in R’x Z. It is immediate that condition (C) may be written equivalently as: 
(C’) The topology of R is admissible. 
2.3. Proposition 6(a). A function g: Y += 0 from an a-space Y to 0 is continuous if 
the set {(y, z): z E g(y)} is open in Y x Z. 
Proof. We can use the proof of [6, Proposition 61 modifying the last three sentences 
in this way: Since g(y) E H and H is open in 0 it follows from (2a) that we can 
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find S c g(y), with ISI < a, such that LJ { B1 : z E S} E H. Now, IJ { Bz : I E S} c g( 77) 
for each r] in the neighbourhood n {A=: z E S} of y; so that for each such n we 
have g( 7) E H by (1). This proves the continuity of g at y. 0 
2.4. Proposition 7(a). The a-topology of R is the injimum of the set of all admissible 
a-topologies on the underlying set of 0. 
Proof. In the proof of [6, Proposition 71 replace “topology” by “a-topology”, “02” 
by “(2a)“, “ the filter 0 on 2R generated by P,” by “the a-filter 0 on 2R generated 
by P,” (i.e., R E 0 if and only if there exists {a,: in I}, with 111 <a, such that 
n {Pm,: i E I} c R) and the last two sentences adapt as follows: Thus there is a set 
{ai: i E I}, with 111 < a, such that n {P,, : i E I} c H. This means that V E H whenever 
V is open and VIU {V,,: i E I}; so clearly H satisfies both (1) and (2a). q 
Now, the proof of Theorem 3(a) is the same as the proof of [6, Theorem 31 up 
to substitutions: “topology” by “u-topology”, “ topological space” by “u-space”. 
Recall (see [9]) that if 5% is a coreflective subcategory of Top, then B n Haus is 
a coreflective subcategory of Haus. 
Denote by Exp, the coreflective hull of all exponential objects in Top, and put 
HExp, = Exp, n Haus. Then we have: 
2.5. Theorem. (1) For any infinite cardinal a Exp, is a ccc subcategory of Top and 
HExp, is a ccc subcategory of Haus. 
(2) If & is a class of exponential objects in Top, closed under the formation ofJinite 
products, then the coreflective hull %?(.s4) of d is a ccc subcategor), of Top. 
Proof. It follows from [lo, 2.1, 2.21. Note that Exp, is a top category and HExp, 
is a quotient reflective subcategory of Exp,. 0 
Now let a be an infinite cardinal. Denote by C(a) the topological space defined 
on a u {a} as follows: A set V is open in C(a) if and only if Vc a or a E V and 
la- Vl<a. 
2.6. Proposition. For any infinite cardinal a the corejlective hull of C(a) in Top 
(Haus) is a ccc subcategory of Top (Haus). 
Proof. Denote by %( C(a)) the coreflective hull of C(a) in Top. It is obvious that 
C(a) is an exponential object in Top, and %( C( a)) contains all finite powers of 
C(a). Hence, %( C(a)) is the coreflective hull of the family d of all finite powers 
of C(a) in Top, and d is a finitely productive class of exponential objects in Top, 
(a finite product of exponential objects is an exponential object). Thus, according 
to [ 10,2.2] %‘( C(a)) is a ccc subcategory of Top. The coreflective hull of C(a) in 
Haus is %( C(a)) n Haus and this is a quotient reflective subcategory of the category 
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U(C(a)). Since %(C(a)) is a Cartesian closed top category %(C(a))n Haus is 
Cartesian closed (see [lo, 2.21). 0 
Observe that for any uncountable cardinal a 
C(a)~Exp,-Exp 
so that 
Exp, g Exp. 
Hence, we obtain: 
2.7. Corollary. The category Exp is not the largest ccc subcategory of Top. 
In the following section we prove a stronger result. 
3. Cartesian closed coreflective subcategories of Top and Haus 
First we prove that there is no largest ccc subcategory of Top and Haus. It is 
easy to see that Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 hold for any quotient reflective 
subcategory d of Top. 
3.1. Proposition. Let ~2 E {Top, Haus} and a, b be infinite cardinals with a > b. If 53 
is a corejlective subcategory of & containing the spaces C(a) and C(b), then 23 is not 
Cartesian closed. 
Proof. It is easy to see that C(a) x C(b) = C(a)@ C(b) where 0 is the weak product, 
i.e., the topology of C(a)@ C(b) is the topology of separate continuity (the initial 
topology with respect to all separately continuous maps from C(a) x C(b) to the 
Sierpinski doubleton). Now, define the topological space C(a, b) on the set a u {a} 
as follows: A set V is open in C(a, 6) if and only if Vc a or a E V and (a - VI < b. 
It is obvious that C(a, 6) belongs to the coreflective hull of C(b), i.e., there exists 
a quotient map e : “C(b) -, C(a, b) where “C(b) is a copower of C(b). It is well 
known that the weak product 0 preserves quotient maps (it can be extended to a 
closed structure on d (see e.g. [5])) so that 1 x e: C(a)O(AC(b))+ C(a)OC(a, b) 
is a quotient map. Now suppose that 93 is Cartesian closed. Then 1 x e: C(a)fl 
(AC(b))+ C(a)flC(a, b) is also a quotient map. We have C(a)Tl(AC(b))= 
^(C(a)ll C(b)) =“(C(a)OC(b)) = C(a)O(AC(b)) (n, 0 preserve coproducts 
and for any B-objects X, Y, X 0 Y s X n Y G X x Y, where Z < Z’ means that the 
underlying sets of Z, Z’ coincide and the identity map Z + Z’ is continuous) and 
this implies that C(a)n C(a, b) = C(a)OC(a, b). Consider the diagonal A, = 
{(x, x): x E a}. It is immediate that A, is closed in C(a)@ C(a, b) (consider the 
Sierpinski space S2 on (0, l}, where (0) is closed in S, and the map g : C(a)@ 
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C(a, 6) + S, defined by g[A,] = (0) and g(x, y) = 1 otherwise; g is evidently separately 
continuous and therefore continuous) and (a, a) E cl A, in C(a)n C(a, 6) (the map 
C(a)+ C(a)ll C(a, b); X-(X, x) is continuous). Hence, C(u)ll C(u, b) # C(u)@ 
C(u, b), a contradiction. Cl 
As a consequence we obtain: 
3.2. Theorem. There is no largest ccc subcategory of Top and Haus. 
Consider the conglomerate 7% (x2) of all ccc subcategories of Top (Haus) partially 
ordered by c. Denote by %(C(u)) the coreflective hull of C(u) in Yt (rt,) and put 
[%(C(u))) = (9 EX (.!K?): %(C(u))= S} (the principal filter in (YZ-, c) ((Y&, c)) 
generated by %‘(C(u))). Then, according to Proposition 3.1, we obtain that for any 
infinite cardinals a, b, a f b [ %( C(u))) n [ %‘( C(b))) = 0. In the category Top we can 
have a better result (replacing all %( C(u)) by smaller elements of x). 
Let a, b be infinite cardinals, a > b, x E a. Define the spaces D(u), D(u, b) and 
D(u), each of them on the set a u {a} as follows: A set V is open in D(u) (D(u, b)) 
ifandonlyif V=BoruEVand(u-VI<u(V=@oruEVandlu-Vl<b).Aset 
VisopeninD(u),ifandonlyif V=0or V=uu{u}oruE V,XSZ Vandlu-Vl<u. 
It is evident that D(u), is a compact space. 
3.3. Proposition. For any infinite cardinal a the corej7ective hull %( D( a)) of the space 
D(u) in Top is a ccc subcategory of Top. 
Proof. The u-space D(u) is an exponential object in Top,. It is easy to see that all 
finite powers of D(u) belong to ‘%(D(u)) so that %( D(u)) is the coreflective hull 
of the class of all finite powers of D(u) in Top,. To complete the proof we can 
continue analogously as in the proof of Proposition 2.6. 0 
3.4. Proposition. If a, b are infinite cardinals, a > b, and 24 is a coreflective subcategory 
of Top containing both D(u) and D(b), then 93 is not Cartesian closed. 
Proof. Similarly as in Proposition 3.1, using the following: D(u) x D(b) = D(u)@ 
D(b), D(u, b)E V(D(b)) and D(u)nD(u, b) # D(u)@D(u, 6) (A, is closed in 
D(u)OD(u, 6) while (a, u)~clA, in D(u)llD(u, b)). 0 
3.5. Corollary. If a, b are infinite cardinals, a # b, then the principalJilters [ %‘( D( a))), 
[ %‘(D(b))) in (X, c) are disjoint. 
Recall, that a topological space X is compactly generated when each subset U 
of X which intersects every compact subspace K of X in an open set in K is itself 
open in X. Obviously, the category CG of all compactly generated spaces is the 
coreflective hull of the class of all compact spaces in Top. 
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3.6. Theorem. The category CG of all compactly generated spaces is not Cartesian 
closed. 
Proof. Put w = INI and let a be a cardinal with a > w. The category CG is a coreflective 
subcategory of Top and the spaces D(a),, D(w) belong to CG. Let CG be Cartesian 
closed. Analogously as in Propositions 3.1 and 3.4, we have 
D(a), x D(w) = D(a),OD(w), D(a, 0) E %(0(w)) 
and this implies that 
D(a),flD(a, w) = D(a),OD(a, w). 
But it can be easily checked that 
D(aLn D(a, WI+ D(a),OD(a, w) 
(the set R = A, u ({x} x D(a, w)) is closed in D(a)xOD(a, w) while (a, a) E cl R in 
D(a),n D(a, w)). 0 
3.7. Remarks. (1) A natural extension of the second part of Problem 7 in [lo] is 
the following one: Are the categories Exp, (HExp,) maxima1 elements in (Yl, c) 
((YLZ, c))? 
(2) As a consequence of Proposition 3.1 we obtain that the category of all 
(Hausdorff) transfinite sequential spaces (i.e., the coreflective hull of all C(a) in 
Top (Haus) is not Cartesian closed. 
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